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(Domestic) international
tax law

Legal sources of (international) taxation

• Taxation is matter of domestic law. In principle, sovereign states are free to design their tax
system in the way they want.
• Thus, the primarily important parts of international tax law are the domestic law provisions
that deal with cross-border situations.
• These provisions determine whether, or when, certain income is taxed at the level of
whom. No tax liability under domestic law means no taxation!
• In designing their tax systems, state face certain (legal) restrictions:
– Public international law demands the existence of a personal or objective connection/nexus between
the taxpayer and the state. When this is absent, taxation is not possible.
– EU Member states have to obey EU law and principles in exercising their tax sovereignty. Tax rules
must be compatible with fundamental freedoms and state aid rules. EU Directives on taxation must
be implemented into national law.

• Economic restrictions exist as well (tax competition pressures).
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Key concepts: residence and source taxation
- an introduction into the terminology

• In international taxation, it is common to speak about residence and source taxation
• The residence country is the country in which the recipient of the income is resident
– Your lecturer, for instance, lives in Finland. Thus, he is a resident of Finland for tax purposes.
– A Finnish company (e.g. „X Oy“) established and registered in Finland is a tax resident of
Finland.

• The source country is the country from which the income is received (or „sourced“).
– If your lecturer received dividends from an Austrian company, he would get income sourced
from Austria.
– If a Finnish company get royalties from a license it granted to its subsidiary in China, it gets
income sourced from China
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Residence Taxation
- a general overview

• Residence taxation typically means being subject to tax on the worldwide income („unlimited tax liability“).
• The domestic tax law of a state determines who becomes subject to residence taxation
• Natural persons typically trigger residence taxation via
– having their place of residence and/or
– habitual abode in a state.

• Companies typically trigger residence taxation via being:
– incorporated and/or
– effectively managed in a state

• Underlying idea in many countries: taxation of taxpayers´ „ability to pay“à taxation should reduce
taxpayers´ welfare by an equal amount.
• Thus, all income (and expenses necessary to acquire it) of the taxpayer must be considered, irrespective from
where it comes from.
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Focus Finland
- Finnish international tax law

• A Finnish resident is subject to unlimited tax liability in Finland (Income Tax Act - Tuloverolaki (TVL)
9 § (1))
• Tax subjects:
– Individuals: with main abode and home in Finland
– Companies: Incorporation in Finland (e.g. Oy, Oyj). Place of effective management not relevant under
Finnish law (change expected).

• Nationality not relevant (exceptions for individuals moving away from Finland)
• Partnerships (e.g. Ay, Ky) are not tax subjects themselves. Rather, the partners are taxed on the
income derived through the partnership (TVL 4, 9 and 16a §).
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Source taxation
- a general overview

• Source taxation means being subject to tax on the income received from the source state („limited
tax liability“).
• Source taxation is triggered by non-resident taxpayers that earn income in the source state.
• The source state defines whether, and how, income derived from a non-resident is taxed.
• Certain items of income may be tax exempt, even though being derived from the source state.
• The source state also decides who the relevant taxpayer is. It is well possible that states have
different views in this respect (hybrid entities).
• Underlying rationale: benefits principle
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Finland: Limited tax liability
- the basics

• In Finland non-resident individuals and foreign corporations are subject to tax on income received
from Finnish sources (TVL 9 § (2)).
• An exemplary list of Finnish source income included in TVL 10 §
– it includes, e.g. business income, dividends, royalties, income from real estate.

• Finnish source interest income received by non-residents is explicitly exempt from tax (TVL 9 §
(2)).
• Taxation based on assessment, or via withholding, depending on the income type.
• Legal source: Law on Taxation of Non-residents (Laki rajoitetusti verovelvollisen tulon
verottamisesta (LähdeVL))
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VT2

Juridical Double Taxation
Three types

Residence / source

Residence / residence

Source / source

Unlimited + limited tax liability

Unlimited + unlimited tax liability

Limited + limited tax liability

à A Co. (resident in state A) derives
royalties from B. Co. (resident in state
B).

à C Co. is incorporated in state C and
has its place of effective management
in state D.

à E Co. (resident in state E) has a PE
in state F, through which it derives
royalty income from H. Co. (resident in
state H).

Company A

Company E
Company C

State A
State B
Company B
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D
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Slide 10
VT2

Here you could mention that for the purposes of this course the first-mentioned is of relevance. The other two good to
know
Viitala Tomi; 1.1.2020

Double Tax Agreements

Double Tax Agreements
Some basics

• Double taxation may make it (much) less attractive for taxpayers to enter into a cross-border
economic operation. This results in distortions.
• States have entered into Double Tax Agreements (DTA´s/tax treaties) in order to eliminate double
taxation (and to prevent double non-taxation).
– Usually bilateral treaties. Nordic Convention (among Denmark, Sweden, Finland, Iceland and
Norway) is a multilateral treaty.
– Approx. 3,000 DTAs in place
• Typically follow the OECD Model Tax Convention (MC), or the UN MC.
• Finland has 77 Double Tax Treaties
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Tax treaties of Finland

Has a tax treaty with Finland
No tax treaty with Finland
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Double Tax Agreements
Systematic aspects

• Contracting States commit themselves to relinquish or restrict their taxation rights (DTA=international law
obligation)
• DTAs limit, but not extent, domestic law tax claims („golden rule of tax treaties“).
• Depending on the applicable rules, certain income or capital may be taxed in:
– one of the Contracting States (which can have the primary, or the exclusive taxation right)
– in both Contracting States proportionally (with there being a limitation on the source state).
• DTA law typically has priority over domestic law (lex specialis).
• However, in some states changes in domestic law after the conclusion of the DTA may prevail in case of
conflict with DTA law (lex posterior).
– That may result in a treaty override (OECD: „the enactment of domestic legislation intended by the
legislature to have effects in clear contradiction to international treaty obligations”).
– Not all states allow treaty overrides.
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Double Tax Agreements
Interpretation

• DTA law is autonomous à Interpretation in its own context.
• Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (VCLT)
• OECD MC and the Commentary to the OECD MC are very important for interpretation of DTAs (where they
follow the OECD MC).
• What version to use?
– dynamic interpretation à newest version of the Commentary relevant (unless the relevant provision(s) in the
bilateral treaty are different in substance).
– static interpretation à the version of the Commentary that existed at the time of the completion of the DTA is
relevant.
• Similar questions emerge with respect to domestic law terms, when they are relevant for the interpretation of
tax treaties. Domestic law definitions are relevant when (i) the treaty explicitly refers thereto (e.g. Art. 6(2)), or
(ii) when the a treaty term is undefined and the context requires reference to domestic law (Art. 3(2)).
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Structure of Double Tax Agreements
following the OECD Model Convention

Scope of the convention (Art. 1, 2)

Allocation rule: capital (Art. 22)

Definitions (Art. 3 – 5)

Elimination of double taxation (Art. 23)

Allocation rules: income (Art. 6 – 19)

Special provisions (Art. 24 – 30)

• from certain activities

• Non-discrimination

• from certain assets

• Entitlement to benefits

• capital gains

– Final provisions (Art. 31, 32)

catch-all clause (Art. 21)

– Frequently: Protocol
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Personal scope of DTA‘s (1/2)

•

Art. 1(1) OECD MC: „This Convention shall apply to persons who are residents of one or both of the Contracting States”

•

Definition of “resident of a Contracting State” in Art. 4(1) OECD MC:
–

“For the purposes of this Convention, the term “resident of a Contracting State” means any person who, under the laws of that State, is
liable to tax therein by reason of his domicile, residence, place of management or any other criterion of a similar nature …“

–

“This term, however, does not include any person who is liable to tax in that State in respect only of income from sources in that State or
capital situated therein”

•

Typically fulfilled by individuals and corporate entities subject to full tax liability in one of the Contracting States (e.g.
Finnish individual, Finnish Oy).

•

Persons resident in both Contracting States -> Tie breaker (Art. 4(2)).

•

Tax transparent Partnerships are not entitled to treaty benefits, as they are not subject to tax themselves (non-transparent
partners invoke tax treaty).
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Personal scope of DTAs (2/2)

• Example: X (resident in state A) and Y (resident in state A)
are partners in Z L.P. (Limited Partnership, tax transparent,
State B) which derives income from state C. Tax
Consequences?
• B-C: Z L.P. cannot rely on the treaty, as it is not a resident
in state B (not liable to tax therein).

X

Y

State A

State B

• A-C: X and Y have access to the treaty, due to being
residents fully liable to tax.

Z L.P.

• Variant: What if Y lived in B?
• Variant: What if Z was a tax exempt pension fund?

State C

• Variant: What if Z was treated as corporation by State B,
but as Partnership by State C and A?
C. Co
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Substantive scope of DTAs

• Art. 2: „This Convention shall apply to taxes on income
and on capital imposed on behalf of a Contracting State
or of its political subdivisions or local authorities,
irrespective of the manner in which they are levied.”

In Finland:
• valtion tuloverot (state income tax);
• yhteisöjen tulovero (corporate income tax);
• kunnallisvero (municipal tax);
• kirkollisvero (church tax)
• korkotulon lähdevero (tax on interest withheld at the
source);
• rajoitetusti verovelvollisen lähdevero (tax on the income of
non-residents withheld at the source), and
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Allocation rules
– Business Profits (1/4)

• Art. 7: Business profits -> all income from business, unless the income is covered by other
articles.
• Business profits taxable in the residence state of a company.
• If the business is carried out via a permanent establishment (PE) in the other Contracting State,
then the profits attributable to the PE can also be taxed in the source state.
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Allocation rules
– Business Profits (2/4)

• Art. 5: „For the purposes of this Convention, the term “permanent establishment” means a fixed
place of business through which the business of an enterprise is wholly or partly carried on.“
• A PE can especially be triggered via a place of management, branch, office, factory, workshop,
mine, construction side (exceeding, usually, 12 months).
• Preparatory/auxiliary activities do not constitute a PE.
• In addition, a non-resident can be regarded to have a PE due to having an agent in the source
state… (acting on behalf of foreign enterprise; has, and habitually exercises, authority to conclude
contracts in the name of the enterprise…)
• … however, if the agent is considered to be an independent agent, it will not trigger a PE for the
non-resident (agent bears entrepreneurial risk, is not subject to detailed instructions by principal.
In simple terms -> agent is a separate and independent enterprise). Distinction can be difficult in
practice.
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Allocation rules
– Business profits (3/4) Example

• A Co. is an online retailer and resident in state A.
Customers from state B and C order physical goods from
the website of A Co.

State A

State B

A

• A Co. has a logistic center in State B. From there it
delivers the goods to the customers in residing in state B
and C. (Tax treaties following the OECD MC in place). Tax
consequences?
• A-B: State A can tax A Co. because business are profits
taxable in the residence state. If A Co. has a PE in state B,
state B can tax as well. Logistic center -> PE?

Logistic
center

• Art 5(4): „the term “permanent establishment” shall be
deemed not to include:
– (a) the use of facilities solely for the purpose of storage,
display or delivery of goods or merchandise belonging to
the enterprise”
European and International Tax Law
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Allocation rules
– Business profits (4/4) Example

• A Co. produces widgets in State A. B. Co., a subsidiary of A Co.
habitually sells the goods in the of name of A Co. Tax
consequences?

State A

A

• A Co. has no physical presence in State B. So no PE under Art.
5(1) OECD MC. However, through the activities of B Co., A Co. has
an agency PE in State B under Art. 5(5) OECD MC.

100 %

• What profits to attribute to the PE?
– „Single taxpayer approach“: zero, because of arm´s length
payment to B. Co attributable to PE offsets the profits attributable
to the agency PE of A. Co.
– „Two taxpayer approach“: Compensation to the agent does not
necessarily extinguish any tax liability of agency PE. Profit
attribution between A. Co. and B. Co. via TP-rules. Profit
attributions within A Co. Under the „Authorized OECD approach
(AOA)“. Differences are possible.
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Associated enterprises
State A
• Art. 9 relevant for transactions between associated
enterprises.

A

• Associated enterprises: One controls the other, or both are
controlled by the same person.
• Dealings between associated enterprises have to be at
arm´s length. Domestic law rules (usually giving effect to
the OECD Transfer Pricing guidelines) ensure that.
• Art. 9(1) allows (from a tax treaty perspective) the
Contracting States to adjust the profits of associated
enterprises to correspond to the arm´s length amount.
• Art. 9(2) foresees “corresponding adjustments” in the other
contracting state (for the sake of avoiding economic
double taxation) of economic double taxation
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State B
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C
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Allocation rules
Dividend Income

• Art. 10(1) OECD MC: Taxation in the residence
state

State A

• Art. 10(2) OECD MC: Taxation also in the source
state, however, when the beneficial owner is a
resident of the other Contracting state, the source
state tax must not exceed:

A

100 %
5%

– 5% for shareholdings of at least 25%
– 15% for all other shareholdings.
– Deviations in bilateral tax treaties frequent.

State B

B

• Definition of dividend in Art. 10(3)
• PE exemption in Art. 10(4) -> when shareholding
attributable to PE in source state –> Art. 7 prevails.
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Allocation rules
Interest income

• Art. 11(1) OECD MC: Taxation in residence state
• Art. 11(2) OECD MC: Taxation also in the source state, however,
when the beneficial owner is a resident of the other Contracting
state, the source state tax must not exceed 10%.

State A

A

– Bilateral treaties frequently deviate
– Sometimes different rates for different recipients
• Among developed countries, interest income is often exempt from
source taxation under domestic law. When this is so -> no taxation,
regardless of the source state being allowed to tax („golden rule of
tax treaties“, i.e. tax treaties do not create a tax liability).
• Definition of interest in Art. 11(3)

State B

B

A-B: Art. 11(5) 1. sentence -> interest arises in B

• PE exemption in Art. 11(4) -> when receivable attributable to PE in
source state –> Art. 7 prevails.
• Special source rule in Art. 11(5) -> Interest arises where payer is
resident. If attributable to a PE, then it arises in the PE state
(regardless of the payer is a resident in one of the Contracting
States). Can create problems in practice (dual source taxation).
European and International Tax Law
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Allocation rules
Royalty income

• Art. 12(1) OECD MC: Exclusive taxation right for the
residence state (if the recipient is the beneficial owner)

State A

A

• Hence, no taxation right for the source state. However,
source taxation (5-10%) often allowed in:
– Older treaties
– Treaties following the UN Model
• Art. 12(2) OECD MC: Definition of royalties

PE

• PE exemption in Art. 12(3) -> when royalty income
attributable to PE in source state –> Art. 7 prevails

State B
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Beneficial owner?

• The source state must only reduce its tax claim if the
recipient of the dividend/interest/royalty is the so called
„beneficial owner“ of the income.

A

• Commentary to Art. 10 OECD MC, § 12.4:
– formal recipient not the beneficial owner when „right to use and
enjoy the dividend is constrained by a contractual or legal
obligation to pass on the payment received to another person”

• (At least) an agents, nominees, conduit companies acting
as a fiduciary or administrator are not seen as the
beneficial owner…

Beneficial owner?

B

• Country practices and Court decisions as to whom to
regard the beneficial owner of the income diverge.
• The concept is one of the most discussed issues in
international tax law.
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Allocation rules
Immovable property

• Art. 6(1) OECD MC: State in which the immovable property is situated can tax the income arising
from it.
• Art. 6(2) OECD MC defines immovable property.
• Art. 6(3) OECD MC: Income from immovable property = income arising from the immediate
utilization of the property (capital gains not covered)
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Allocation rules
Immovable property - Example

• Example: A Co. owns real estate in State B and
rents it out to X. Tax consequences for the rental
income?

State A

A

State B

B

• Art. 6(1): Taxation in State B. (Taxation in A is not
ruled out by Art. 6(1) -> need to consult method
article).
• Variant: A Co. owns a mineral deposit in State B
and gets “mineral royalties” from B Co. for the use
and exploitation of the deposit. Tax consequences?
• Art. 6 is applicable, instead of Art. 12 (see para. 19
of the Commentary to Art. 12 of the OECD Model)
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Allocation rules
Capital gains

• Art. 13 OECD MC deals with capital gains. It applies when there is alienation, i.e. transfer of
ownership of an asset.
• Depending on what is alienated, Art. 13(1)-(5) allocates the taxation right differently.
– 13(1) and 13(4) Capital gains derived from the alienation of immovable property, or from shares in an
„immovable property company“-> state in which the immovable property is situated.
– 13(2) Capital gains derived from the alienation of movable property part of the business property of a PE ->
PE state
– 13(3) contains special rules for ships/aircrafts
– 13(5) covers everything that is not covered in paras. (1)-(4), and assigns the taxation right to the residence
state of the alienator.
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Allocation rules
Capital gains - Example

•

A Co. owns 100% in the shares of B. Co. and sells it
them to C. Co. Tax consequences.

•

Art. 13(5) -> taxation only in the residence state.

•

Variant: B Co.´s value consists to 60% out of immovable
property situated in state B.

•

Art. 13(4) -> taxation in source state (taxation in
residence state not ruled out –> need to consult method
article).
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Avoidance of double taxatoin
Role of the allocation rules

• Some allocation rules avoid double taxation themselves and assign the exclusive taxation right to
one of the contracting states
– E.g. Art. 12(1) OECD MC: „Royalties arising in a Contracting State and beneficially owned by a resident of
the other Contracting State shall be taxable only in that other State”

• Where an allocation rule does not exclude the taxation right of a State Art. 23 OECD MC (method
article) comes into play.
– E.g. Art. 10(1): Taxation in residence state; Art. 10(2) taxation also in the source state

• It obliges the residence state to eliminate juridical double taxation.
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Avoidance of double taxation
The method article

• Art. 23 OECD MC contains two different methods for the Contracting States to agree on:
• Exemption method (Art. 23A OECD MC):
– Income taxed in the source state is exempted from tax in the residence state

• Credit method (Art. 23B OECD MC):
– Deduction for the tax paid in the source state against the tax payable in the residence state on the same
income

• Bilateral treaties may contain different methods for different income types (sometimes differences
even for persons resident in one state or the other)
• Always check the underlying treaty!
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Avoidance of double taxation
Finnish practice

• Finland prefers the credit method (exceptions available). Thereby, it uses the so called „ordinary
credit method“:
– The amount of credit for source state taxes in the residence state is limited to the amount of the taxes
payable in the residence state for the same income
– If the source state tax is higher than the residence state tax, some double taxation may not be eliminated

• In Finland the application of exemption and credit methods are governed by a specific tax act (Act
on the Elimination of International Double Taxation – Menetelmälaki)
• Most continental European countries prefer the exemption method (especially for business profits
of a PE) and apply the (ordinary) credit method for passive income.
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Avoidance of double taxation
Example: The ordinary credit method in corporate finance practice (1/2)

• Dividends are often not taxed at the level of the receiver
– Tax relief for direct dividends under domestic law, granted for avoiding economic double taxation
(sometimes extended to portfolio dividends).
– Tax exempt investors (e.g. pension funds)

• Interest often taxable income, but
– Refinancing arrangements
– Tax exempt investors

• Source taxation normally levied via withholding tax on the gross-amount
• Taxation of the income in the hands of the recipient is inexistent or low -> There is nothing to credit
the source tax against.
• The result can be a very high effective tax rate …
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Avoidance of double taxation
Example: The ordinary credit method in corporate finance practice (2/2)

• Assume that a group finance company borrows 1.000 from
a bank (all resident in State A; Interest rate = 10 %; CIT
tax rate State A = 15%).

120

A

• It passes on the loan to an operating company in State B.
Say, the arm´s length interest rate is 12%. State B levies a
25% WHT on outgoing interest payments, which is
reduced to 10% under the A-B Treaty
• What is the effective tax rate, when Art. 23(2) of the A-B
treaty foresees the ordinary credit method?

Maximum tax credit

(100)
20

* 0,15 = 3 CIT

3 – 3 = 0 State A tax

120

*0,10 = 12 WHT

12 State B tax

B
Effective tax rate of A Co. = 12/20= 60%
Increase WHT to 15% = Effective tax rate of A Co of 90%
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Avoidance of double taxation
Example: Different tax consequences for different legal forms

• A Co. wants to become active in State B. It considers
doing so directly (assumption: this triggers a PE), or via
establishing a subsidiary B Co. (State A tax: 20%; state B
tax: 30%; WHT on dividends: Domestic law B: 30%; A-B
treaty 5%; credit method; participation exemption in A)

100*0,2= 20

A

• Subsidiary: Art. 7(1) taxation of profits only in the
residence state of B. Co. -> tax = 30. Dividends of 70
taxed at 5%, i.e. 3,5.
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A

Max cr.

Max cr.

0 – 3,5 B tax= 0 A tax
and 3,5 excess credit

20 – 30 B tax= 0 A tax
and 10 excess credit

• What is, from a pure tax perspective, better if profits of 100
are expected in state B?
• PE: Art. 7(1) in Connection with Art. 5(1) = taxation in FIN
at 20 and in state B at 30. Art. 23(1) -> Finland has to
credit under the ordinary credit method -> tax in Finland =
0; tax in B = 30.

0*0,2 = 0

70*0,05= 3,5

100*0,3= 30

Total tax= 30

PE

100*0,3= 30

B

Total tax= 33,5
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Special provisions
Non-discrimination

• Art. 24 OECD MC forbids certain overt discriminations (does principally not cover indirect
discrimination).
• Distinction based on forbidden criteria is (automatically) prohibited.
• Comparison of taxpayer vs. Hypothecial taxpayer in
– Art 24(1): No discrimination based on nationality
– Art. 24(3): No discrimination of PEs (PEs must be treated like companies that are resident in PE state)
– Art. 24(4): Payments must be deductible under the same conditions as if paid to a resident in the same
Contracting State (however, Art. 9(1) prevails)
– Art. 24(5): Company with shareholders in the other Contracting State must not be treated worse than
company with domestic shareholders.
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Special provisions
Example: The PE non-discrimination clause

• Art. 24(3) OECD MC demands that a PE of an
enterprise of the other Contracting State must
not be taxed in a more burdensome way than
a domestic enterprise.

European and International Tax Law
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Treaty Abuse (1/2)

• Treaty shopping = use of a tax treaty by a person not
entitled to it.

A

• Example: A. Co wants to take over C. Co. There is no tax
treaty between A-C. State C WHT on outgoing dividends
of 30% is not reduced for distributions made to A. Co.

A

25% WHT

5% WHT

• State B has a tax treaty with State A and State C, reducing
the WHT on direct dividends to 5 % (A-B) and 0% (B-C).
• So A decides to found a company in State B and invest via
it.

C

B

Interposition
abusive?

• Is this abusive?
0% WHT

C
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Treaty Abuse (2/2)

• Art. 29 OECD MC includes treaty anti abuse rules.
– Art. 29 (1-7): Limitation on Benefits clause
– Art. 29 (8): Special Anti abuse rule for PEs situated in third states
– Art. 29 (9): Principal Purpose Test (PPT)
• The PPT has been included into many Finnish tax treaties recently:
• If B Co. is a mere letter box company, this test will likely be fulfilled.

Art. 29(9) OECD MC:
“[…] a benefit under this Convention shall not be granted […] if it is
reasonable to conclude […] that obtaining that benefit was one of the
principal purposes of any arrangement [..], unless it is established
that granting that benefit in these circumstances would be in
accordance with the object and purpose of the relevant provisions of
this Convention.”

• On the other hand, if it has substance and there are real business
reasons (i.e. non-tax reasons) to hold the shares in C. Co. via B. Co.
the result will likely be different.
• Treaty anti-abuse rules are frequently criticized for creating uncertainty
for taxpayers…
• However, there are good reasons to prevent the treaty between B and
C to be “accessed” by persons not entitled to it -> State C renounces
on its domestic law tax claim with respect to payments made into State
B, and not with respect to payments made into State A.
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Developments in
international tax law

Recent OECD projects

• In recent years the OECD has continued to play a decisive role in designing tax policy.
• Global Forum on Transparency and Exchange of Information for Tax Purposes
• Base Erosion Profit Shifting Project
– 15 Action points targeted, in one way or the other, at mitigating tax avoidance and „aggressive tax planning“
– Changes to domestic law and tax treaties
– Changes to tax treaties effected via „Multilateral Instrument“
• Programme of Work to Develop a Consensus Solution to the Tax Challenges Arising from the Digitalization of the Economy
– Pillar 1: Reallocation of taxation rights
– Pillar 2: Introduction of a minimum tax system (GLoBE-proposal).
– Both proposals would have implications also for tax treaties…
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Tax treaty implications of Pillar 1 (1/2)
An overview

• The proposed OECD „Unified Approach“ would create a new nexus for businesses within the scope, which is largely based
on sales, instead of being dependent on physical presence.
• It would be designed as a new self-standing treaty provision.
• “It creates a new profit allocation rule applicable to taxpayers within the scope, and irrespective of whether they have an incountry marketing or distribution presence (permanent establishment or separate subsidiary) or sell via unrelated
distributors.”
– Amount A – a share of deemed residual profit allocated to market jurisdictions using a formulaic approach, i.e.
the new taxing right;
– Amount B – a fixed remuneration for baseline marketing and distribution functions that take place in the market
jurisdiction; and
– Amount C – binding and effective dispute prevention and resolution mechanisms relating to all elements of the proposal,
including any additional profit where in-country functions exceed the baseline activity compensated under Amount B.
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Tax treaty implications of Pillar 1 (2/2)
The Example provided by the OECD

• P Co (resident in Country 1) is the parent company of Group X. P Co
owns all the intangible assets exploited in the group’s streaming
services business. Hence, P Co is entitled to all the non-routine profit
earned by Group X.
• Q Co, a subsidiary of P Co, resident in Country 2, is responsible for
marketing and distributing Group X’s streaming services.
• Q Co sells streaming services directly to customers in Country 2. Q Co
has also recently started selling streaming services remotely to
customers in Country 3, where it does not have any form of taxable
presence under current rules. Tax consequences under Pillar 1 in
Country 3?
• Under the new taxing right (Amount A), it will be necessary to determine
whether Group X has a non-physical nexus in that jurisdiction. For the
purpose of this example, assume that Group X makes sufficient sales in
Country 3 to meet the revenue threshold.
• This would give Country 3 the right to tax a portion of the deemed nonroutine profits of Group X (Amount A). Country 3 may tax that income
directly from the entity that is treated as owning the non-routine profit
(i.e. P Co), with P Co being held to have a taxable presence in Country
3 under the new nexus rules.
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Tax treaty implications of Pillar 2

• Pillar 2 includes the GLoBE proposal, which should lead to some form of minimum taxation. It consists of four components:“
a) an income inclusion rule that would tax the income of a foreign branch or a controlled entity if that income was subject
to tax at an effective rate that is below a minimum rate;
b) an undertaxed payments rule that would operate by way of a denial of a deduction or imposition of source-based
taxation (including withholding tax) for a payment to a related party if that payment was not subject to tax at or above a
minimum rate;
c) a switch-over rule to be introduced into tax treaties that would permit a residence jurisdiction to switch from an
exemption to a credit method where the profits attributable to a permanent establishment (PE) or derived from
immovable property (which is not part of a PE) are subject to an effective rate below the minimum rate; and
d) a subject to tax rule that would complement the undertaxed payment rule by subjecting a payment to
withholding or other taxes at source and adjusting eligibility for treaty benefits on certain items of income
where the payment is not subject to tax at a minimum rate.”
• Details, also with respect to Pillar 1, are still open. Besides, it is far from clear whether States would be prepared to change
their tax systems in such a disruptive manner…
• … however, given our current system has its roots in the 1920ies, time for doing so might have come!
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Thank you!

If you have any questions please feel free to contact me J
Moritz Scherleitner,
PwC Finland,
scherleitner.moritz@pwc.com
pwc.fi
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